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(57) CLAIM

The ornamental design for an infant swaddling pajama, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a front view of an infant swaddling pajama according to our new design;
FIG. 2 is a rear view thereof;
FIG. 3 is a front view thereof showing one inner flap folded over;
FIG. 4 is a front view thereof showing both inner flaps folded over;
FIG. 5 is another front view thereof showing one outer wing folded over;
FIG. 6 is a rear view thereof showing one outer wing folded over;
FIG. 7 is another front view thereof showing both outer wings folded over; and,
FIG. 8 is another rear view thereof showing both outer wings folded over.

The pattern representationally depicted throughout the views is intended to indicate that the pattern is continuous throughout the surface on which the pattern is shown.
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